
THE INTERN HUB  
AT VIRGINIA TECH TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE (VTTI)

WHO WE ARE 
The Intern Hub is an interdisciplinary advanced-learning 
program at the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute 
(VTTI). Our goal is to accelerate practical skill development 
for students interested in transportation industry careers. 

Supported by the Intern Hub, an elite pool of highly 
talented Virginia Tech students are hired by our Industry 
Partners (as interns) to work collaboratively with 
VTTI faculty on the development of next-generation 
transportation technologies.

Advancing research 
that saves lives  

and protects  
the environment



ABOUT VTTI
VTTI is a diverse, multidisciplinary research team that comprises the largest group of driving safety 
researchers in the world. With over 500 employees, VTTI continues to grow at an average of 10% per 
year. Our organization has been internationally recognized for collecting and analyzing real-world data, 
and using those findings to innovate and improve safety. OEMs know us for our confidential applied 
research that supports both engineering and design. Uninfluenced by corporate dollars, VTTI acts 
as a neutral third party to enable collaboration among competitors. Our wealth of resources allow us 
to develop novel technologies that lead to groundbreaking research. As such, we’ve become a close 
trusted partner of VA transportation and governor’s offices.

Interested in learning more about a partnership with VTTI? Contact NAME HERE at  
emailaddress@domain.com to start a conversation.

OUR AREAS OF FOCUS
SKILLS

Our program enables 
the acceleration 
of practical skill 

development

STUDENTS
We transform 

student interns 
into transportation 

industry professionals

INDUSTRY
Our students and 
faculty address 

real, advanced R&D 
challenges faced by 

the industry

PIPELINE
We provide our 

industry partners 
with a sustained 

pipeline of talent to 
address their specific 

workforce needs

INDUSTRY PARTNER BENEFITS
Our industry partners get the unique opportunity to work with Virginia Tech sophomores, juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students—building relationships with their future workforce.

Our partners can expect:
• Industry quality project execution and 

deliverables 
• A talent pipeline of high caliber students 
• Cost savings in decreased recent graduate 

turnover 
• Increased new-hire work efficiency

Our partners also receive wraparound VTTI 
support, including:

• Tech Development Garages and Shops
• Systems integration and prototyping
• Vehicle dynamics and simulation
• Injury biomechanics
• VT Institutional Review Board
• Proprietary Research
• Insurance and liability protection
• Research expertise in many related areas
• Test tracks and public test beds
• High performance computing infrastructure
• Industry and government collaboration 

opportunities


